PIGS ATTEMPT TO DESTROY JERSEY CITY PANTHER OFFICE

On Monday night, Jan. 19, 1970, a group of black activists attacked and burned a Panther office in Jersey City, New Jersey, a incident that received widespread media coverage.

The attack was one of many in the 1960s and 1970s targeting the Black Panther Party, a revolutionary organization that advocated for Black liberation and self-defense.

The Panther office, located at 341 Pacific Avenue, was reportedly set on fire by a group of individuals who believed the party was engaged in illegal activities. The attack was one of many similar incidents that occurred throughout the country during this period.

The involvement of the Black Panther Party in political activism and self-defense was a significant aspect of the civil rights movement, as they were often targeted by law enforcement and white supremacists.

The attack on the Jersey City Panther office was just one of many incidents that highlighted the challenges faced by the organization in the face of opposition and violence.
INHUMAN HOUSING CONDITIONS IN JERSEY CITY, N.J.

"WE WANT DECENT HOUSING FIT FOR THE SHELTER OF HUMAN BEINGS"

About one and a half weeks ago, a lady by the name of Mary Williams came to the office to complain about the living conditions and lack of rent in three apartment buildings owned by a racketeer.

The children have no access to the backyard because Marshallville Volks Goons gangsters running all around. The tenants can’t even have a clothes line.

Further investigation showed that the lowest rent being paid was $55 and the highest $10. We say that under present conditions the rent isn’t worth $20.

One of many bathrooms with rat holes under sinks. (Rats paradise.

A close up of rats paradise. This is one of many holes where they emerge from.

In the people’s hope at the front of every month, he doesn’t come with the promised conditions that Black people endure. And we say to him that he can leave the Black community and take his Black leader with him, because the people can handle their own living conditions.

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY THE CITY OF CRISIS FOR BLACK PEOPLE

Newark, New Jersey—population 705, Black - SEGREGATION, is in a constant state of eases. Negroes in the Central Ward, South Ward, First and West Ward and a nonexistent population in the suburbs. (Anthony J. Imperial City, Inc.) North Ward. Negros who remember July 1967. During the five days of July 12 through the 17th, there was a rebellion that has to be realized is that this was no riot, this was a revolt against overt racism, giant pigs wantonly beating, murdering and terrorizing Black people; a revolt against substandard housing, low welfare allowance, city sanitation, and high taxes. On the day of today’s story, this is not to stand in their window or on their porches to see what was going on. Black national guard troops shut up uncontrolled stores paid by Black people, shut up Negro homes and other projects, running up the scar of yells “Kill all the niggers, we are going to have to kill them anyway.”

This operation is the same as the massacre actions when agents of the people in Sowmy and Naples and villages of Guccio, Latin America and Africa—it was an invasion of Black people’s territory. It was a declaration of war, and the crimes those pigs 50 troops committed must be considered War Crimes.

Immediately after this action, a multitude of hope was poured into this community. Black people are losing hope daily. Young kids wandered the streets and begged the people in Sowmy for help, and other people drank themselves into alcoholism because they had witnessed so much, and were victims of horrors, lack of food and murder in their highest form. People were mad they were mad at the pigs and mad at Watts that formed into vigilante groups with Marcano Imperial party headquarters and Black people. We are to say that these last three didn’t save them and let those who know that this is where crime is raging, through the community that they had better be prepared NOT to blame. Black people bulldozeed a level where our National Salvation from racist KKK-type invasion means more to us than anything else.